Global processing of random-phase radial frequency patterns but not modulated lines
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Previously, researchers have used circular contours with sinusoidal deformations of the radius (radial frequency [RF] patterns) to investigate the underlying processing involved in simple shape perception. On finding that the rapid improvement in sensitivity to deformation as more cycles of modulation were added was greater than expected from probability summation across sets of local independent detectors, they concluded that global integration of contour information was occurring. More recently, this conclusion has been questioned by researchers using a method of calculating probability summation derived from signal detection theory (Baldwin, Schmidtmann, Kingdom, & Hess, 2016). They could not distinguish between global integration and probability summation. Furthermore, it has been argued that RF patterns and lines are processed in a similar manner (Mullen, Beaudot, & Ivanov, 2011; Schmidtmann & Kingdom, 2017). The current study investigates these claims using fixed-phase (in which the local elements have spatial certainty) and random-phase (in which the local elements have spatial uncertainty) RF patterns and modulated lines. Thresholds were collected from eight naïve observers and compared to probability summation estimates calculated using methods derived from both high threshold theory and signal detection theory. The results indicate global processing of random-phase RF patterns and evidence for an interaction between local and global cues for fixed-phase RF patterns. They also show no evidence of global integration with modulated line stimuli. The results provide further evidence for the global processing of random-phase RF patterns and indicate that RF patterns and modulated lines are processed differently.

Introduction

The perception of shapes is a critical task for the human visual system as it helps us navigate and interact with the world around us. However, the processes underlying the recognition of simple shapes are still not fully understood. A stimulus that has been extensively used in the study of simple shape perception is the radial frequency (RF) pattern. These patterns are made by sinusoidally modulating a circle's radius such that it approximates simple shapes (e.g., triangle, square, etc.). Adjusting the amplitude of the sine wave adjusts the size of the deformation, which adjusts the salience of the stimulus, while changing the wavelength, and therefore, the number of complete sine waves that can fit around the circle's circumference (the RF number) changes the shape it deforms into.

Previous studies interested in the visual system's ability to globally integrate shape information using RF patterns have examined the effect of varying the number of complete cycles of modulation on the RF pattern while the wavelength remains the same (see Figure 1; Dickinson, Bell, & Badcock, 2013; Dickinson, Cribb, Riddell, & Badcock, 2015; Dickinson, McGinty, Webster, & Badcock, 2012; Loffler, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2003; Schmidtmann, Kennedy, Orbach, & Loffler, 2012; Tan, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2013). They found that observer thresholds for detecting the presence of modulation decreased faster than was predicted by probability summation (PS; the increased chance of detection of local features due to an increase in the number of local elements available to detect) when modeled under high threshold theory (HTT;
Loffler et al., 2003) and concluded there was evidence of integration around the contour (global processing) of these shapes when there were fewer than eight cycles of modulation (Loffler et al., 2003).

A recent study by Baldwin et al. (2016) has suggested the method used in the generation of probability summation estimates based on HTT is inappropriate and may have resulted in incorrect conclusions being drawn in these earlier papers. They collected observer responses when modulation was applied to either a single RF pattern or instead was distributed across four RF patterns (quad RF) having observers rate detectability on a four-level scale (confident present, probably present, probably absent, confident absent) and then subsequently plotted receiver operating characteristic curves. Analysis of their data demonstrated the curved prediction of signal detection theory (SDT) was significantly better at describing their data than the straight line prediction of HTT, indicating that the HTT model typically used in RF pattern analysis is not appropriate for this task. They suggest that the use of SDT-based methods is preferable and that this might yield different results with the changes in thresholds not being significantly different from those predicted by probability summation. Indeed, in their paper, the predicted improvement due to probability summation matched that obtained from their observers (when the stimuli with different numbers of modulation cycles were shown in interleaved presentations), and thus, they were unable to reject probability summation and conclude their data describing detection thresholds as a function of number of cycles of modulation provided no compelling evidence of global processing for an RF4 pattern.

One potential problem, which is noted by the authors of Baldwin et al. (2016, p. 132), is the use of fixed-phase RF patterns, which meant the patterns were always shown in the same orientation. This was likely used because one of the parameters in SDT is “the number of channels monitored.” This parameter depends on the number of possible locations in which the local feature can appear. By having fixed-phase stimuli, the authors were able to more easily specify this parameter by assuming a feature per cycle; however, they departed from the typical methodology employed in RF pattern research (random phase with many more than four possibilities). The use of a fixed phase and the resulting certainty in location of deformation created a salient local cue, which may have been preferentially used (in both their blocked and interleaved conditions), reducing the detection thresholds at low numbers of cycles and thus flattening the integration slopes. It is for this reason that previous researchers have used random-phase stimuli to ensure global monitoring of the pattern.

The current study agrees with Baldwin et al. (2016) that the results of their blocked conditions, in which they find almost no change in thresholds as a function of the number of cycles, are a result of the observer attending to a salient local cue. For there to be apparently no increase in sensitivity, the observer would be required to be only detecting one feature. Therefore, we would describe their results in both blocked conditions as local processing of a single feature. Their findings are contrary to those of Loffler et al. (2003), who used a blocked design and measured both fixed-phase and random-phase RF patterns. Thresholds decreased with increasing number of cycles for both fixed-phase and random-phase conditions with fixed phase being shallower than random phase for the RF5 and RF24 patterns. There was no difference between the slopes of the fixed- and random-phase conditions of the RF3 pattern, potentially suggesting a strong global cue for this stimulus, which is used preferentially, or the use of only two points on the curve (one of which was a half cycle, not frequently used in RF detection tasks) may not have yielded equivalent estimates to those for the RF5 and RF24 patterns. The current study revisits this particular result.

Furthermore, we suggest the interleaved conditions used by Baldwin et al. (2016) were also affected by the use of fixed-phase stimuli. Interleaving the patterns did introduce spatial uncertainty, and we agree that this was the cause of the steepening of their integration slopes; however, there were still only one of four possible locations where information could arise. This may have resulted in the interaction of a salient local cue produced by the fixed phase with the global cue of the whole pattern, producing a shallower function, which was unable to support the rejection of proba-
bility summation. Further discussion of this is provided in the Discussion section.

Another paper challenging the evidence of global processing in RF patterns is Mullen et al. (2011). In one of their experiments, they compare the detection thresholds for RF patterns to those of modulated lines (sinusoidally modulated lines analogous to uncoiled RF patterns). They conclude that detection of RF patterns may not be different from that of modulated lines, a point that is cited by Baldwin et al. (2016). This finding was contrary to Wilkinson, Wilson, and Habak (1998), who, when originally creating RF patterns, compared detection thresholds of fully modulated RF patterns and modulated lines at varying contrasts. They found a different pattern of results for the two types of stimuli as pattern contrast was varied and concluded there were different processes underlying the detection of these two stimuli, although a recent report by Schmidtmann and Kingdom (2017) provides a common method for describing curvature in RF and line patterns that predicts a similar outcome across the two pattern types.

Dickinson et al. (2012) noted that the use of local cues with a predictable location by Mullen et al. (2011) may have altered the outcomes (see also Schmidtmann et al., 2012, for additional critique of Mullen et al.’s methods), and therefore, the current study aims to examine the effect of fixed-phase and random-phase presentations on contour integration with both RF patterns and modulated lines. By comparing the observer thresholds to those predicted by probability summation modeled within the framework of SDT, we can determine whether there is evidence of global processing of these patterns and compare these results to predictions based on HTT to determine if incorrect conclusions are likely to have been drawn by previous research using this theory. The comparison of RF patterns and line stimuli allows assessment of the suggestion of Wilkinson et al. (1998) that closed contours (RF patterns) are processed differently from lines although, in this case, we will explicitly measure integration of the distributed information.

Methods

Observers

Eight observers participated in the current study as part of their course requirement. All participants at the time of testing were naïve to the main aim of the study. All observers gave informed written consent and had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, which was assessed using a logMAR chart. Research was approved by the University of Western Australia human ethics committee and conforms to the declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli

Two stimulus types were used. The first were RF patterns following Wilkinson et al. (1998). An RF pattern is a circular contour with the radius \( R \) modulated as a function of polar angle \( \theta \):

\[
R(\theta) = R_0 \times (1 + A \sin(\omega \theta + \varphi)),
\]

where \( \theta \) is the angle created with the \( x \)-axis, \( R_0 \) is the mean radius (1° of visual angle), \( A \) is the amplitude of modulation (proportion of mean radius), \( \omega \) is the frequency of modulation (number of cycles per \( 2\pi \) radians), and \( \varphi \) is the phase of the sinusoidal modulation. When partially modulating the patterns, a first derivative of a Gaussian (D1) was used to ensure a smooth transition between modulated sectors and unmodulated sectors, replacing the first half and last half cycles of the train of modulation as also employed by Loffler et al. (2003). Therefore, as in previous studies, at one cycle, the modulated sector conforms solely to a D1 with a slope and amplitude identical to the sine waves used when there is more than one cycle of modulation (Loffler et al., 2003). The cross-section of the luminance profile of the path conformed to a fourth derivative of a Gaussian (D4; Wilkinson et al., 1998). Using \( f_{\text{peak}} = \sqrt{2}/\pi \sigma \) (equation 2 from Wilkinson et al., 1998), the peak spatial frequency of 8 c/° results from the sigma (\( \sigma \)) of 3.376° of visual angle.

The other stimuli used were modulated lines, equivalent to an RF pattern that had been unwound to form a single straightened line. These are defined by:

\[
L_x(L_y) = A \sin(\omega L_y + \varphi),
\]

where \( L_x \) is the horizontal location of the line, \( L_y \) is the vertical location of the line, and \( A \) is the amplitude of modulation (as a proportion of 1° visual angle, analogous to RF patterns). The wavelength (\( \omega \)) is the number of cycles per length of modulated sector (i.e., per 6.28°, which is analogous to the circumference of an unmodulated 1° radius RF pattern) and was set to three, resulting in a length of 2.09° per cycle of modulation. Random starting locations (\( \varphi \)) between 0° and 6.28°, 4.19°, or 2.09°, for one, two, and three cycles, respectively, were used and corresponded to lengths of three, two, and one cycles of modulation. An additional 1° of unmodulated line was added to the top and bottom of the stimulus so that the top and bottom would always have an unmodulated portion (see Figure 2). Because the modulated sector joins an unmodulated sector for all cycles of modulation, a D1
was used to ensure a smooth transition between modulated sectors and unmodulated sectors, replacing the first half and last half cycles of the train of modulation as employed for the RF patterns described above. Also similar to the RF patterns described above, the cross-section of the luminance profile of the path conformed to a fourth derivative of a Gaussian (D4) with a frequency spectrum peaking at 8 c/°.

Apparatus

Stimuli were generated using a PC (Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz) and custom software written in MatLab 7.2.0 (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The observers viewed a Sony Trinitron CPD-G420 CRT monitor (100-Hz refresh rate), which presented the stimuli from the frame buffer of a Cambridge Research Systems VSG2/5 visual stimulus generator. Screen resolution was 1,024 × 768 pixels (34.15° × 25.6°), and viewing distance was stabilized at 58.75 cm using a chin rest, which resulted in each pixel subtending a visual angle of 2°. An Optical OP 200-E photometer (head model number 265) was used to linearize the luminance response and to calibrate background luminance to 45 cd/m² and maximum luminance to 90 cd/m², resulting in a Weber contrast of one for all stimuli. Responses were signaled using the left and right buttons of a mouse. The stimuli were randomly jittered a maximum of ±6° of visual angle horizontally and vertically, and observers were able to freely view the stimuli.

Procedure

A two-interval, forced-choice paradigm was used for all four conditions with a reference stimulus in one interval, which consisted of a circle (\(A = 0\) in Equation 1) for the RF conditions or a line (\(A = 0\) in Equation 2) for the line conditions and a test stimulus, either an RF3 or a modulated line (with one, two, or three cycles of modulation) in the other interval (for the RF and line conditions, respectively). Order of presentation was randomized between trials. Each stimulus was presented for 160 ms with a 300-ms interstimulus interval as used in previous similar studies employing RF patterns (Bell & Badcock, 2008; Bell, Badcock, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2007; Dickinson et al., 2013). In both conditions, the observer reported which interval (first or second) contained the pattern that appeared most deformed from circular or linear (again, for the RF and line conditions, respectively). There were four conditions in total: a fixed-phase RF, random-phase RF, fixed-phase line, and random-phase line. For the fixed-phase conditions, \(\phi = 0\), resulting in the line deformation starting 1° from the bottom of the stimulus as depicted in Figure 2 and the RF patterns having the orientations depicted in Figure 3. Observers were informed where the deformation was going to occur for these fixed-phase conditions and shown example stimuli. For the random-phase conditions, \(\phi\) was varied randomly between trials, resulting in uncertainty in the location of deformation.

Data was collected using the psi-method (Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999), implemented using the Palamedes toolbox (Prins & Kingdom, 2009, available at http://www.palamedestoolbox.org), and analyzed using a weighted Quick function (Quick, 1974; see equation 3). Observers completed 150 trial blocks at one, two, and three cycles (blocked design) of modulation for each condition. To generate the HTT probability...
where \( n \) is the number of channels (\( \geq 1 \)), \( n_0 \) is the number of channels \( < 1 \); \( M \) is the number of monitored channels; \( P_c \) is the estimated percentage correct given by probability summation modeled within the framework of SDT were calculated for a high and a low number of channels (\( Q \)). Following Cribb, Badcock, Maybery, and Badcock (2016), we used three channels with \( n \) increasing by one with each cycle of modulation added for the “low” calculation and 120 channels, again with \( n \) increasing by one for the “high” calculation. As outlined in Cribb et al., the number 120 is the number of 1° rotations (out of 360°) an RF3 with three cycles of modulation could make before the pattern was repeated. This was chosen as the maximum difference in orientation (the zero-crossing of the sine wave) is a very local feature, which is detected first (Dickinson et al., 2012) in modulation detection tasks; the random phase results in spatial uncertainty with regard to this feature.

Figure 4 shows the geometric means and 95% confidence intervals for thresholds of eight observers for fixed-phase RF patterns (light red circles), random-phase RF patterns (dark red circles), fixed-phase modulated lines (gray boxes), and random-phase modulated lines (black boxes). Thresholds are fitted by a power function with slopes of \(-0.54\) (fixed-phase RF; light red line), \(-1.09\) (random-phase RF; dark red line), \(-0.44\) (fixed-phase line; gray line), and \(-0.61\) (random-phase line; black line).
adjusted pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference between one cycle ($M = 0.028$, $SE = 0.003$) and two cycles ($M = 0.015$, $SE = 0.001$; $p = 0.01$), two cycles and three cycles ($M = 0.010$, $SE = 0.001$; $p = 0.03$), and one cycle and three cycles ($p = 0.001$). Given the interaction effect, simple main effects of phase were examined at each level of cycles using paired samples t tests. There was a significant difference between fixed-phase and random-phase thresholds for an RF3 with one cycle of modulation, $t(7) = 3.70$, $p = 0.008$, $d = 1.30$, but not at two cycles, $t(7) = 0.42$, $p = 0.69$, $d = 0.14$, or three cycles, $t(7) = 0.47$, $p = 0.65$, $d = 0.17$.

Figure 5 shows a clear difference between the random-phase RF pattern observer slope (averaged across the eight observers) and all three of its probability summation estimates. Statistical analysis of the data was performed using a repeated-measures, one-way [observer slope, HTT PS, SDT (low) PS, SDT (high) PS] ANOVA. There was a significant main effect of slope, $F(3, 21) = 20.45$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta_p^2 = 0.75$. Planned comparisons revealed that observer slopes ($M = −1.06$, $SE = 0.12$) were significantly steeper than all probability summation estimates (HTT: $M = −0.37$, $SE = 0.04$, $p = 0.001$; SDT low: $M = −0.59$, $SE = 0.07$, $p = 0.01$; SDT high: $M = −0.30$, $SE = 0.03$, $p = 0.001$).

At the request of a reviewer, we used an eightfold observer level cross-validation (i.e., using each observer as a fold) to determine which model, linear summation or probability summation (modeled using SDT with a low number of channels, the most conservative estimate), provided a better explanation of the current data. We performed the cross-validation in three different ways with all results supporting our previous statistical test and indicating that probability summation cannot account for our data.

In our first method, the training data provided estimated thresholds for both models, and these were directly compared to the thresholds of our test data by calculating the average root-mean-square error (RMSE). Linear summation had a lower average RMSE (0.077) than probability summation (0.096). In the other two methods, the training data provided an estimate of the slope ($B$) used in the power function $Th = Cx^B$, where $Th$ is threshold, $C$ is threshold at one cycle of modulation, and $x$ is the number of cycles of modulation. The parameter $C$ was either free to vary such that it provided the best fit of the test data with the estimated parameter $B$ (method 2), or it was defined by the test data’s measured threshold at one cycle of modulation (method 3). Similar to method 1, linear summation (0.030, 0.033, respectively) had a lower average RMSE than probability summation (0.048, 0.060, respectively). The results of all three methods suggest that linear summation provides a more accurate account of our data.

In contrast to the random phase RF data, Figure 6 shows that observer slopes for the fixed-phase RF patterns (averaged across the eight observers) are not significantly steeper than any of the probability summation estimates. The same method was used to examine global processing in the fixed-phase RF condition, and indicated a significant main effect of slope, $F(3, 21) = 3.55$, $p = 0.03$, $\eta_p^2 = 0.33$. However, planned comparisons revealed no significant difference between observer slopes ($M = −0.55$, $SE = 0.07$) and the probability summation estimates (HTT: $M = −0.52$, $SE = 0.07$).
For the line stimuli, observer thresholds for the fixed-phase and random-phase conditions at one cycle of modulation, but not two or three. There was strong evidence for global processing of the random-phase RF pattern with observer slopes significantly steeper than all probability summation estimates. The fixed-phase RF pattern, however, demonstrated no evidence of global processing for either condition and is depicted in Figure 7. They also suggest the high channel number probability summation estimate is more appropriate than that derived assuming a low number of channels.

Summary

For the RF patterns, there was a significant difference between the observer thresholds of the fixed-phase and random-phase conditions at one cycle of modulation, but not two or three. There was strong evidence for global processing of the random-phase RF pattern with observer slopes significantly steeper than all probability summation estimates. The fixed-phase RF pattern, however, demonstrated no evidence of global processing but was consistent with probability summation.

For the line stimuli, observer thresholds for the fixed phase were significantly lower than the random-phase presentations. Observer thresholds at one cycle of
modulation were significantly greater than at two and three cycles, but there was no difference between the observer thresholds at two and three cycles of modulation. Similar to the fixed-phase RF pattern, these stimuli showed no evidence of global processing.

**Discussion**

The purpose of the current paper was to examine the effect of fixing the phase of stimuli (their rotation) on modulation detection thresholds for both RF patterns and modulated lines in order to interpret conclusions drawn from previous research regarding the evidence for global contour integration. By making the modulated sector of the line stimuli the same length as the circumference of the RF patterns, we are able to compare the two stimuli in their integration of information along their respective contours. This gave both stimuli the same period of modulation (wavelength) across the surface of their respective patterns, which has been demonstrated to be important for both RF patterns (Loffler et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1998) and modulated lines (Tyler, 1973). The results demonstrated strong evidence for the global processing of random-phase RF patterns but not for fixed-phase RF patterns, fixed-phase modulated lines, or random-phase modulated lines. These results showed that fixed-phase presentation had a significant effect on the processing of RF patterns but not modulated lines.

The current results do differ from those obtained with an RF3 by Loffler et al. (2003). They found only a slight decrease in thresholds for an RF3 with fixed phase compared to one with random phase. For the other two patterns they tested (RF5 and RF24), they found that thresholds for the fixed-phase presentation appear to decrease more at one cycle of modulation than for the full cycle pattern. This is the same as the results of the current study with thresholds converging when the fully modulated pattern is presented. The current study used eight naïve participants whereas Loffler et al. only had two for their investigation of fixed and random phases. Thus, individual differences may be a potential explanation for the difference in the results found. Additionally, when Loffler et al. tested the difference between fixed phase and random phase, they used two data points for all three stimuli. For the RF5 and RF24, they employed either one cycle (RF5(1), RF24(1)) or all of the cycles (RF5, RF24); however, for the RF3, they tested an RF3(0.5) and an RF3. The use of this half cycle (raised cosine function) is another potential explanation for the difference. Experiment 3 of Dickinson et al. (2012) found that using a cosine function in place of a sine function can have a significant effect on observer thresholds. Perhaps there is a feature created by the half-cycle pattern that is not present for whole-cycle patterns, causing a different pattern of results.

Our results for fixed-phase RF patterns are consistent with the interaction between local and global cues described in experiment 3 of Dickinson et al. (2012). There was a significant difference between the detection of an RF3 at one cycle of modulation for a fixed-phase pattern compared to a random-phase pattern (see Figure 4). The fixed phase created a usable local cue through the knowledge of the location of deformation, which was more salient than the global cue of the entire pattern for one cycle of modulation. This resulted in a lower threshold of detection of this fixed-phase pattern. As the global signal increased with two and three cycles of modulation, the global cue became more salient than the local cue, resulting in the thresholds at two and three cycles of modulation decreasing at a very similar rate for both the fixed-phase and random-phase presentation of an RF3. This interaction between the two cues causes the flattening of the overall integration slope found in the fixed-phase pattern and the inability for this type of pattern to provide data, which can reject probability summation explanations of the outcome.

This could explain the results obtained by Baldwin et al. (2016) as they used a fixed-phase presentation of the RF4 (both blocked and interleaved) and found they were unable to distinguish between observer thresholds and either additive summation or probability summation estimates modeled within the framework of SDT. Similar to the current results (−0.54 for fixed-phase RF), they would have experienced a salient local cue for the low cycles of modulation, which would have flattened their integration slope (they obtained slopes of −0.18 for their blocked condition and −0.53 for their interleaved condition), and were unable to reject probability summation as an explanation for the steeper slope. The current findings agree with conclusions reached previously arguing for global processing (Bell & Badcock, 2008; Bell et al., 2007; Dickinson et al., 2013; Dickinson et al., 2012; Hess, Wang, & Dakin, 1999; Loffler et al., 2003; Tan et al., 2013; Wilkinson et al., 1998) albeit with a more appropriate probability summation estimate. Furthermore, the ability for the random-phase presentation of the RF3 to reject all probability summation estimates (HTT and both SDT) can be considered strong evidence for the global processing of these patterns. It is, therefore, likely the conclusions of previous research using random-phase RF patterns with a low frequency were correct in their assertion of global processing for these patterns. Baldwin et al. (2016) suggest that there is no difference between the processing of their single RF condition and their quad RF condition. In other words, it does not matter whether additional information is added on to the same RF pattern or a nearby RF pattern.
pattern; it results in the same nonglobal processing. It is true that the slopes for the blocked and interleaved conditions are similar between the two conditions; however, there is a different pattern of results for the two conditions. Thresholds for the blocked and interleaved presentations of the single RF patterns diverge when information is added to the pattern, and the thresholds for the blocked and interleaved presentations of the quad RF patterns converge with each cycle of modulation added. This different pattern of results for their two stimuli implies a difference in the underlying processing.

We agree with Baldwin et al. (2016) that the convergence of the interleaved and blocked presentations of the quad RF condition is consistent with observers monitoring a single location on the contour. When all cycles are present, the observers have a better chance of detecting the modulation at that location, and when fewer cycles are present in the interleaved condition, they will fail to detect the modulation when it is not at that location. The blocked trials produce essentially the same threshold for all stimuli because only a single, known location is being monitored. The extra cycles have no impact on performance because observers are not attempting to perform a global detection task.

The pattern of results are completely different for the single RF condition in Baldwin et al. (2016), and they are contrary to what is predicted by SDT probability summation estimates in Kingdom et al. (2015). The threshold for detection of the interleaved presentation is lower than the blocked presentation after one cycle of modulation. Probability summation cannot account for this decrease. If detection was purely based on local features, then an observer would not be able to perform better (i.e., lower threshold) than in the blocked condition. This is because, when there is only local processing and observers know exactly where to look, they achieve their best threshold for detection. The increase in sensitivity can only be accounted for by the integration of some of the local information around the contour of the single RF. Therefore, there is clear evidence in the data presented in Baldwin et al. that demonstrates evidence of global processing for single RF stimuli, which (similar to additional evidence discussed below) does not rely on comparison to probability summation estimates modeled using either SDT or HTT.

Additional evidence for global processing also comes from Dickinson et al. (2013) as they used a two-by-two, forced-choice task in which they presented one of two possible RF patterns (an RF3 or an RF6) in one interval and a circle in the other. Observers were required to identify which pattern was presented and in which interval it appeared. Their results showed that the thresholds for detection of modulation and the identification of the particular RF pattern were the same (Dickinson et al., 2013), indicating observers are able to make a necessarily global judgment about the RF pattern's shape at its threshold for detection and that the two patterns were being identified by independent global processes (Watson & Robson, 1981).

Baldwin et al. (2016) suggest that an RF3 typically demonstrates steep integration slopes, and it might be argued that our results might not generalize to RF patterns with a greater frequency (i.e., RF4 and above). We would suggest the contrary as our results indicate the use of fixed phase provides a salient local cue that is used when the global cue is relatively weak. As the global cue of an RF pattern decreases in strength with increasing RF number, as evidenced by the decreased integration slope (Bell & Badcock, 2008; Loffler et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1998), we would, therefore, expect this cue to have a greater effect on higher frequency RF patterns as their global cue is weaker than that of an RF3. Ultimately, researchers have found that detection of modulation in patterns with radial frequencies higher than 10 is local, and changes in thresholds with increasing numbers of cycles are consistent with probability summation (Bell et al., 2007; Hess et al., 1999; Jeffrey, Wang, & Birch, 2002; Loffler et al., 2003; Schmidtmann et al., 2012; Wilkinson et al., 1998).

Baldwin et al. (2016) compared their results to a number of different probability and additive summation estimates. They were generated by either fixing the parameters $\tau, g$, and $\sigma$ in Equation 4 or allowing them to vary. Our study was concerned with the effect of fixed-phase presentation on RF patterns and modulated lines, and as such, we were changing the parameter "number of channels monitored." Considering we were modifying this parameter experimentally, it was logical for us to create probability summation estimates that varied this parameter. As clearly shown in Kingdom et al. (2015), increasing the number of channels monitored results in a significant increase in probability summation threshold predictions when the number of channels is low.

We generated two SDT probability summation estimates: one in which the number of channels was equal to the RF number and the number of stimuli was equal to the cycles of modulation (as employed by Baldwin et al., 2016) and analogous to a fixed-phase presentation and the other with the number of channels equal to 120 (the number of unique $1^\circ$ rotations an RF3[3] can make; see Methods) and analogous to a random-phase presentation. An RF3 with random-phase presentation was significantly steeper than both SDT estimates, meaning even when using an inappropriately conservative probability summation estimate, we were still able to find evidence of global processing for a random phase RF3. Given the slopes of probability summation estimates decrease with an
increase in the number of channels monitored, it means our results would be able to reject probability summation estimates with three or more channels (assuming the other parameters are the same). Therefore, we saw no reason to add additional models as altering parameters such as \( \tau, g, \) and \( \sigma \) with a more appropriate number of channels would not produce probability summation estimates that were more conservative than our three-channel model. The same reasoning holds for the fixed-phase presentation of the RF3: The 120-channel model was inappropriately shallow (liberal) for a fixed-phase presentation; however, the observer results were still not significantly steeper than those predicted thresholds. Using an appropriate number of channels (e.g., three) and varying other parameters would not have resulted in any other conclusion. Thus, we do not need any additional models as each model provides an appropriate estimate for one presentation and an inappropriate (ultraconservative or liberal) estimate for the other presentation.

Results from the line conditions are consistent with local processing of these patterns regardless of fixed-phase or random-phase presentation. Thresholds for detection of random-phase presentation were significantly higher than fixed-phase presentation as we would expect with its comparative increase in spatial uncertainty, and our pattern of results are similar to those of Tyler (1973), who also investigated sensitivity to sine wave modulation on a straight line. Tyler found approximately a doubling of sensitivity when moving from one to two cycles of modulation for patterns with a spatial periodicity between 0.3 and 1 c/° but no improvement with additional cycles (see figure 4 of Tyler, 1973). Our patterns with each cycle of modulation presented over 2.09° of visual angle approximate a spatial frequency of 0.5 c/°. Therefore, our results replicate the findings with an approximate doubling of sensitivity when moving from one to two cycles and no improvement when moving from two to three.

This lack of improvement between two and three cycles of modulation for the line stimulus, combined with the lack of difference in the pattern of results displayed for the fixed-phase and random-phase presentations, highlights the difference between modulated lines and RF patterns. As suggested by Tyler (1973), there appears to be a spatial limit (approximately 2.5°) to the integration of information presented on a modulated line whereas presentation of RF patterns with different radii (measured up to 4°) has a minimal effect on observer thresholds measured as a proportion of radius (Bell & Badcock, 2008; Wilkinson et al., 1998). This is also evidence for different processing strategies for the two types of stimuli (Dickinson et al., 2012) and the importance of period of modulation being a function of polar angle.

Conclusions

The current study looked at the effect of fixed-phase and random-phase presentation on RF patterns and modulated lines. We found strong evidence for the global processing of random-phase RF patterns and evidence for an interaction between local and global cues for fixed-phase RF patterns. This can explain the recent findings of Baldwin et al. (2016) with their inability to reject probability summation in their interleaved presentation of a single RF pattern being a result of their use of fixed-phase stimuli that presented few potential locations for the cues even in interleaved conditions. We also replicated the results of Tyler (1973), finding an increase in sensitivity between one and two cycles of modulation but not between two and three cycles of modulation. These results suggest RF patterns and modulated lines are processed differently by the human visual system.
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